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Manufacturer: KBA CCE GmbH,
Radebeul, Germany

Production Year: 2008
Number of Colours: 6 + Coating - dispersive

(Harris & Bruno coating unit
with a chamber doctor )

Max. Size: 720x1050 mm (28.3"x41.3")
approx. B1

Max. Speed: 16000 imp./hour
Counter: 445 mil. imps.

Availability: 02/09/2024

Work Experiences: material printing from 60
- 450 g / m2, up to 1.2
mm

Sale Reason: purchase of a new
machine

Condition of the Machine: very good condition, well
maintained, worn out
according to its age 
still in production

Disclaimer: The Condition of the
Machine assessment
presented in this CV was
either obtained from the
last machine operator or
is based on an
inspection performed by
our employee, just to
provide you with as
much information as
possible.
For more certainty we
recommend your own
check or an assessment
of an independent
mechanic. We cannot
provide you with any

More Details:
Varidamp alcohol dampening
Baldwin refrigeration device
no perfecting
high pile delivery
ErgoTronic, ColorTronic, Densitronic S ink and register remote control
SAPC fully automatic plate loading
ink rollers, impression cylinders, blanket cylinders, of fset cylinders automatic
wash up device
IR dryer
Graf ix powder sprayer
measuring equipment: Lithof lash in-line RA sn. 8116 
Harris & Bruno coating unit with a chamber doctor blade 
prolonged delivery 2600 cmm 
Autoplate (SAPC) 
Ergotronic 
ACR 
Logotronic Basic (CIP3) 
Densitronic S 
Baldwin ink- temperature control with Ipasonic 
Graf ix Weko powder sprayer incl. ionisation 
IR dryer and hot-air dryer 
DriveTronic feeder 
alcohol dampening Varidamp with Baldwin Basicliner with BC 713 and AMX 226D 
ColorTronic ink fountains 
Preset Ergotronic in feeder and delivery 
CPC ErgoTronic console, ColorTronic 
on-line remote maintenance

Curriculum Vitae of the machine Reference number: 23023

KBA RAPIDA 105 - 6 + L ALV CX
Sheet-fed Offset Printing Machine
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machine guarantee.
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